�ave Hickey
Enter the Dragon: On the Vernacular of Beauty//1993
It would be nice if sometime a man would come up to me on the street and say, 'Hello,
I'm the information man, and you have not said the word yours for thirteen minutes.
You have not s aid the word praise for eighteen days, three hours and ninet een minutes.'
- Edward Ruscha, Information Man
I was drifting, daydreaming really, through the waning moments of a panel
discussion on the subject of 'What's Happening Now', drawing cartoon daggers
on a yellow pad and vaguely formulating strategies for avoiding punch and
cookies, when I realized that I was being addressed from the audience. A lanky
graduate student had risen to his feet and was soli citing my opinion as to what
'the issue of the nineties' would be. Snatched from my reverie, I said, 'Beauty',
and then, more firmly, The issue of the nineties will be beauty' - a total
improvisatory goof - an off-the-wall, jump-start, free association that rose
unbidden to my lips from God knows where. Or perhaps I was being ironic,
wishing it so but not believing it likely? I don't know, but the total,
uncomprehending silence that greeted this modest proposal lent it immediate
credence for me. My interlocutor plopped back into his seat, exuding dismay,
and, out of sheer perversity, 1 resolved to follow beauty where it led into the
silence. Improvising, I began updating Walter Pater; I insisted that beauty is not
a thing- 'the beautiful' is a thing. In images, I intoned, beauty is the agency that
causes visual pleasure in the beholder; and any theory of images that is not
grounded in the pleasure of the beholder begs the question of their efficacy and
dooms itself to inconsequence. This sounded provocative to me, but the
audience continued to sit there, unprovoked, and beauty just hovered there as
well, a word without a language, quiet, amazing and alien in that sleek,
institutional space - like a pre-Raphaelite dragon aloft on its leather wings.
'If images don't do anything in this culture', I said, plunging on, 'if they
haven't done anything, then why are we sitting here in the twilight of the
twentieth century talking about them? And if they only do things after we have
talked about them, then they aren't doing them, we are. Therefore, if our
criticism aspires to anything beyond soft-science, the efficacy of images must be

the cause of criticism, and not its consequence - the subject of criticism and not

its object. And this', I concluded rather grandly, 'is why I direct your attention to
the language of visual affect - to the rhetoric of how things look - to the
iconography of desire - in a word, to beauty!·
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I made a voila gesture for punctuation, but to no avail. People were quietly
filing out. My fellow panellists gazed into the dark reaches of the balcony or
examined their cuticles. I was genuinely surprised. Admittedly, it was a goof.
Beauty? Pleasure? Efficacy? Issues of the nineties? Admittedly outrageous. But
it was an outrage worthy of a rejoinder - of a question or two, a nod, or at least
a giggle. I had wandered into this dead zone, this silent abyss. I wasn't ready to
leave it at that, but the moderator of our panel tapped on her microphone and
said, 'Well, I guess that's it, kids.' So I never got off my parting shot. As we began
breaking up, shuffling papers and patting our pockets, I felt a little sulky.
(Swallowing a pithy allusion to Roland Barthes can do that.) And yet, I had no
sooner walked out of the building and into the autumn evening than I was
overcome by this strange Sherlock Holmesian elation. The game was afoot.
I had discovered something; or rather, I had put out my hand and discovered
nothing - this vacancy that I needed to understand. I had assumed that from the
beginning of the sixteenth century until just last week artists had been
persistently and effectively employing the rough vernacular of pleasure and
beauty to interrogate our totalizing concepts 'the good' and 'the beautiful'; and
now this was over? Evidently. At any rate, its critical v ocabulary seemed to have
evaporated overnight, and I found myself muttering detective questions like; Who
wins? Who loses? Qui bona? - although I thought I knew the answer. Even so, for
the next year or so, I assiduously trotted out 'beauty' wherever I happened to be,
with whomever I happened to be speaking. I canvassed artists and students,
critics and curators, in public and in private - just to see what they would say. The
results were disturbingly consistent, and not at all what I would have liked.
Simply put, if you broached the issue of beauty in the American art world of
1988, you could not incite a conversat ion about rhetoric - or efficacy, or
pleasure, or politics, or even Bellini. You ignited a conversation about the
market. That, at the time was the 'signified' of beauty. If you said 'beauty', they
would say, 'The corruption of the market', and I would say, 'The corruption of the
market?!'. After thirty years of frenetic empowerment, during which the venues
for contemporary art in the United States had evolved from a tiny network of
private galleries in New York into this vast, transcontinental sprawl of publicly
funded, postmodern iceboxes? During which time the ranks of 'art professionals'
had swollen from a handful of dilettantes on the East Side of Manhattan into this
massive civil service of Ph.Os and MFAs who administered a monolithic system
of interlocking patronage, which, in its constituents, resembled nothing so much
as that of France in the early nineteenth century? While powerful corporate,
governmental, cultural and academic constituen cies vied for power and tax-free
dollars, each with its own self-perpetuating agenda and none with any vested
interest in the subversive potential of visual pleasure? Under these cultural
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packing them in at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art. and Joel-Peter Witkin
was exhibiting in institutional serenity - because Bacon's and Witkin's images
speak a language of symptoms that is profoundly tolerable to the status quo.
They mystify Mapplethorpe's content, aestheticize it, personalize it, and
ultimately further marginalize it as 'artistic behaviour', with signiliers that
denote angst, guilt and despair. It is not portrayal that destabilizes, it is praise.
Nor is it criticism of centrality that changes the world. Critique of the
mainstream ennobles the therapeutic institution's ostensible role as shadow
government and disguises its unacknowledged mandate to neutralize dissent by
first ghettoizing it, and then mystifying it. Confronted by images like
Mapplethorpe's that, by virtue of their direct appeal to the beholder, disdain its
umbrella of 'care', the therapeutic institution is immediately disclosed for what
it is: the moral junkyard of a pluralistic civilization.
Yet the vernacular of beauty, in its democratic appeal, remains a potent
instrument for change in this civilization. Mapplethorpe uses it, as does Warhol,
as does Ruscha, to engage individuals within and without the cultural ghetto in
arguments about what is good and what is beautiful. And they do so without
benefit of clergy, out in the street, out on the margin, where we might. if we 1ire
lucky, confront that information man with his reminder that we have not used
the word praise for eighteen days, three hours, and nineteen minutes.

Kathleen Marie Higgins
Whatever Happened to Beauty?
A Response to Danto// 1996
Whatever happened to beauty? In 'Beauty and Morality' ( 1994 ).' Arthur C. Danto
meditates on the relative scarcity of beauty in recent art. He seeks the
explanation in our attitudes about the appropriate use of beauty. Following Kant
to a point, he contends that beauty casts a universalized light upon a
phenomenon, reminding us that what is presented beautifully is an inherent
part of human experience. Beauty is appropriate as a means of marking the loss
of a loved one, for it reminds us that the pain of loss is a u niversal human
experience. 'It is as though beauty were a kind of catalyst, transforming raw grief
into tranquil sadness', Danto observes (page 364).
Appropriate as beauty's healing influence seems when one is faced with
personal loss. it seems far from apt in the face of political defeat for a cause that
is a matter of moral urgency. Beauty seems wrong in such cases, 'wrong because
one is called upon to act ... and not to philosophize' (365). Danto elaborates this
point by considering the category of artworks that display what he calls 'inter�al
beauty'. Beauty is internal to a work of art when it is 'internally connected with
the reference and the mood' (366). For such a work, beauty is part of the work's
content. Accordingly, Danto contends, 'it can be a criticism of a work that it is
beautiful when it is inappropriate for it to be so' (370).
Judgements that beauty is inappropriate underlie the decision to forego
beauty in much contemporary art. 'Ours ... is an age of moral indignation', Danto
reminds us (374), He seems to concur with artistic abstinence from beauty m
many instances. To find beauty in images of suffering, to seek aesthetic
satisfaction where injustice prevails is, in his view, a moral failing. Our societal
aversion to beauty, accordingly, has to do with our heightened moral sensitivity.
We cannot in good conscience close our eyes and ears to the troubles of our
world, hut beauty threatens to conceal them.
Yet Danto takes a mixed view of the activist art that has largely supplanted art
that is beautiful. Too often, he contends, political activists have failed in their
efforts to 'enlist art as an ally in their campaign' (374). The problem, as he sees it,
is that when art designed to inspire moral response fails .:is art, it also 'fails
morally. extenuated only by the good intentions of the artist' (375). He concludes
that 'the lesson is that art has its limits as a moral arm. There are things it can do
and things it cannot. Ir can do what philosophy can do, and what beauty can do.
But that may mean that philosophy too has its limits as a moral arm· (374). Our
age has yet to learn this lesson, however. Moral indignation continues to hold
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